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The Kraker promise 

In typical Dutch fashion, we get straight to the point:

produce moving floor trailers with the highest yield. 

Your convenience and efficiency enjoy top priority. The proof?

The K-Force: the most efficient and reliable moving floor trailer 

on the market with a long service life and smart features that 

allow you to work safer and easier. 

Focus

Moving floor trailers. That is what Kraker has been focusing on since 1989.

We continuously incorporate user experience during the development and

production of trailers to provide you with the most efficient and

cost-effective vehicle.

Pride

You are proud undoubtedly of your moving floor trailer, and so are we!

And on the people who develop, build and sell the trailers.

We succeed together. We meet your expectations and often

also exceed them.
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Innovation and
smart options
You reap the benefits of our focus. Because that is how we develop

surprising products, such as K-Force: the most innovative moving floor

trailer available. This includes the rivet joints, not to mention the unique

floor structure that functions effortlessly for years under the toughest

conditions. Smart options also ensure that you can work safely, quickly

and ergonomically.

safely, quickly and ergonomically
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service & guarantee

You receive a 5-year guarantee on the structure of your trailer. Only available from Kraker.

All you need to do is register your trailer. After registration you will gain access to the

Online Service Centre where you can quickly and easily process your guarantee claims

yourself and find all the vehicle information. When you sell your K-Force, the guarantee

transfers to the new owner. This makes K-Force an even more interesting option. Your trailer

has a high residual value and the new owner receives the security of a guarantee.

In the event of damage or repair, you can count on the support

of an extensive network of service partners.
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Your K-Force will function effortlessly for many years under the toughest
conditions. The trailer is dimensionally stable, the floor construction is capable
of withstanding the heaviest forces and internal friction is minimal. Wear and
tear are therefore kept to a minimum, resulting in a long service life.

You receive a 5-year guarantee on the structure of your trailer. If you should sell
your K-Force, this guarantee will be transferred to the new owner. This makes
K-Force an even more interesting option. Your trailer therefore retains its
value, and the new owner receives the security of a guarantee. Kraker is the only
manufacturer to offer this unique guarantee.

You can load and unload anywhere with your K-Force: in buildings, off road or in a
loading dock. Safe and fast, without the risk of falling over. Covered unloading of
waste and recycling products is becoming the new standard, partly due to stricter
environmental requirements. With your moving floor trailer, you can unload with
ease at any location where you can drive in, such as a factory hall, or farmer’s barn.

The pneumatic door locking system ensures that the backdoors can be opened
safely and eliminates play. You will always be at a safe distance when the doors
open. A temperature sensor measures the oil temperature of the moving floor
system. If the temperature is too high, your floor will stop automatically. The high
balustrade and the fall arrest chain allow you to work safely and ergonomically.

Why K-Force?

LONGEST
SERVICE LIFE

5-YEAR
GUARANTEE

LOAD AND
UNLOAD
ANYWHERE

MAXIMUM
SAFETY
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The trailers with the longest service life





The multifunctional
moving floor trailer
Your K-Force is the strongest and most reliable moving floor trailer available.
Your profi tability is our top priority. The K-Force has a wide range of uses,
which means you can carry many different types of cargo so that you can
get the most loaded kilometres possible out of your trailer. Whether it’s
agricultural products, recycling materials, biomass or break-bulk cargo.
K-Force can do it all.

The benefits of K-Force

        high efficiency

        strong and reliable

        maximum loaded kilometres
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Frequently selected options

Folding bumper 3-chamber lamps Multifunctional remote control

When unloading in a bunker, the rear bumper sometimes gets in the
way. Kraker’s folding bumper offers a practical solution. As the bumper
folds in, it allows you unload the cargo without any obstruction. This
option makes working with your K-Force even easier and more efficient.

Are you looking for a trailer with a premium appearance? Then choose
the 3-chamber lamps as an optional extra. These so-called “hamburger
lamps” are mounted on the lighting plate at the rear of your trailer.
You can choose between 2x 2- or 3-chamber lamps.

The wireless remote control allows you to operate the moving floor
safely and easily from your cabin. You can also control the optional
extras with the remote control. You can add up to 8 options. This way
you replace all the separate remote controls with just one, with which
you control the options.

Smart options ensure that you work safely, quickly and ergonomically. There are also
options available that extend the service life of your K-Force 2.0. The options below are
frequently selected for this type, but additional options are also available.

Your Kraker dealer can provide you with more information.
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K-Force Agri: for transporting
agricultural products
K-Force Agri is the best option for transporting agricultural products. The
horizontal unloading system allows you to unload quickly and safely in a barn
or warehouse. K-Force Agri is a shorter trailer, which makes it more
manoeuvrable. That comes in handy on farmyards with limited space!
The capacity of the K-Force Agri is smaller than the standard K-Force, because
agricultural products tend to be heavier. A steering system is available as an
optional extra.

The benefits of K-Force Agri

        shorter trailer and smaller volume

        easy unloading in barns and warehouses

        additional options specifically for the agricultural sector
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Frequently selected options

Automatic roller tarpaulin Pressure washer Pneumatic floor tarpaulin

The fully automatic roller tarpaulin makes your work easier and safer.
The tarpaulin is guaranteed watertight and suitable for cargo that
must remain absolutely dry. The automatic roller tarpaulin runs on the
batteries of the towing vehicle, but can also be operated manually in the
event of an unexpected power failure. The air support when the
tarpaulin is unrolled provides for a powerful closure.

Keep your K-Force effortlessly clean with the built-in pressure washer.
The cleaner works hydraulically, so you do not need an external energy
source to use it. The high-pressure hose is long enough to go around
the entire trailer. The pressure washer is kept in the lockable stainless
steel toolbox.

The pneumatic floor tarpaulin allows you to easily unload palletised
and low-weight cargo. During unloading, the pallets do not rotate
or bump into each other. You can also unload low-weight cargo
efficiently, without leaving any residue in the trailer.

K-Force Agri is available with special options for transporting agricultural products.
A few examples are shown below, but there are even more options available.

Your Kraker dealer can provide you with more information.
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K-Force UK: for the English
and Irish markets
Are you a carrier in Great Britain and Ireland? Then K-Force UK is the trailer
for you. This type is available in diff erent sizes and with domes. This increases
the loading volume of your trailer. The content makes K-Force UK suitable for
light products with a high volume. Pallets are also easily transported with this
trailer. With K-Force UK, the controls are on the right-hand side.

The benefits of K-Force UK

        more volume with domes

        different height options

        transport of (light) bulk goods and pallets
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Frequently selected options

Domes Automatic roller tarpaulin Remote control

Your K-Force UK is available with domes. The domes allow you to drive
safely and responsibly with a head on the cargo. Domes therefore also
increase the loading volume of your trailer. This makes K-Force UK
suitable for light products with a high volume.

The fully automatic roller tarpaulin makes your work easier and safer.
The tarpaulin is guaranteed watertight and suitable for cargo that must
remain absolutely dry. The standard swing-out upper beam at the rear
makes work easier. The automatic roller tarpaulin runs on the batteries
of the towing vehicle, but can also be operated manually in the event
of an unexpected power failure. The air support when the tarpaulin is
unrolled provides for a powerful closure.

The wireless remote control allows you to operate the moving floor
safely and easily from your cabin. You can also control the optional
extras with the remote control. You can add up to 8 options.
This way you replace all the separate remote controls with just one,
with which you control the options.

Smart options ensure that you work safely, quickly and ergonomically. There are also
options available that extend the service life of your K-Force UK. The options below
are frequently selected for this type, but additional options are also available.

Your Kraker dealer can provide you with more information.
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K-Force Waste: for transporting
recycling and waste
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Do you transport waste, recycling products or heavy materials such as scrap?
Then opt for K-Force Waste. This trailer has the same clever structure as
K-Force, but with extra reinforcement. The special floor can take a beating.
K-Force Waste has a hydraulic valve and a hydraulic tarpaulin. Other tarpaulins
are possible as optional extras.

The benefits of K-Force Waste 

        different floor types available

        reinforced structure for difficult working conditions

        quick and safe loading and unloading thanks to the hydraulic valve and hydraulic tarpaulin

        



Frequently selected options

Towing eye Wear plates Steel top protection

You often use your Kraker in harsh conditions, not only on the road, but
also on rough or unpaved terrain. This is especially true if you frequently
transport rubbish. There is also a risk of getting stuck in rough spots.
You will need a towing eye for pulling out responsibly. This way, you can
get on with your work quickly and limit the downtime. You can also opt
for 2 towing eyes.

You extend the service life of your K-Force with wear plates. These plates
are located on the inside of the rear part of the semi-trailer. The wear
plates prevent premature wear and damage when discharging abrasive
cargo. Available in different sizes.

Steel plates on the upper edge of your K-Force provide extra protection.
The upper edge benefits from this protection, for example, when loading
heavy materials with a crane. The protective plates are easy to replace in
case of damage.

K-Force Waste is used under the toughest conditions. Various options extend
the service life of your moving floor trailer. The waste tarpaulin, wear plates and
steel protection are just a few.

Your Kraker dealer can provide you with more information.
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You can easily manoeuvre the K-Force Steered even in diffi cult-to-reach
locations because of its shorter turning radius. The trailers are maximally
manoeuvrable. K-Force Steered has a highly advanced electro-hydraulic
steering system with perfect steering geometry. The system is virtually
maintenance-free, which reduces maintenance costs. A low tare weight in
combination with a higher load capacity of the axle assembly results in a higher
load capacity. Your K-Force Steered gives you immediate added value through
reduced fuel consumption and reduced tyre wear. Moreover, you also produce
lower CO2 emissions. That makes your K-Force Steered an environmentally
friendly trailer.

K-Force Steered: more steering
comfort and extra load capacity

The benefits of K-Force Steered

       easy to manoeuvre in tight locations

       increased load capacity due to low tare weight and increased load capacity per axle

       less tyre wear and fuel savings

       reduced CO2 emissions and therefore environmentally friendly

       low maintenance costs for the steering system
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Battery pack and manual steering
with remote control

2-axle steering Lift axle

With the optional wireless remote control, you can steer independently
from the tractor. This allows you to take full advantage of the benefits
of the electrohydraulic steering system: even better manoeuvrability of
your trailer.

You can opt for 2 steered axles instead of 1. This provides your trailer
with unrivalled manoeuvrability. Your tyre wear and fuel consumption
are minimal.

Whenever possible, the trailer automatically lifts the wheels off the front
axle. The front axle puts the most strain on your trailer when driving
empty. The lifted axle reduces fuel consumption and tyre wear and
affects the manoeuvrability of your K-Force Steered.

Frequently selected options

K-Force Steered is available with several options that improve manoeuvrability.
These options allow you to get even more out of your K-Force Steered. Result:
an optimally manoeuvrable moving floor trailer.

Your Kraker dealer can provide you with more information.
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K-Force Side Doors: for transporting
wide or undividable cargo
You no longer need to refuse cargo, because with the K-Force Side Doors you
can transport almost anything. This type of moving fl oor trailer is used for
transporting long, undividable cargo. A major advantage is that you can load
and unload pallets quickly through the side doors. K-Force Side Doors has 2
side doors on the left side, each 6.2 m wide. The upper beam is mechanically/
hydraulically lift able for easier loading and unloading of high cargo.

The benefits of K-Force Side Doors

      transport long undividable cargo

      loading and unloading through the 2 side doors, each 6.2 m wide

      easy loading and unloading under the upper beam thanks to lift able tarpaulin
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Frequently selected options

Liftable upper edge Floor rings Remote control

The liftable upper beam creates an additional 30 cm insertion height
during loading and unloading. This extra height allows you to load and
unload even safer and faster and without damage. The upper beam is
lifted hydraulically and operated with a simple manual pump at the
front and rear.

The certified floor rings allow you to secure your cargo with lashing
straps. This is how you transport pallets and other mixed break-bulk
cargo safely. You can choose between 7 or 12 pairs of floor rings. Opt for
7 pairs of floor rings if you regularly transport long cargo. If you transport
pallets, opt for 12 pairs of floor rings, which is one pair for each row of
pallets.

The wireless remote control allows you to operate the moving floor
safely and easily from your cabin. You can also control the optional
extras with the remote control. You can add up to 8 options. This way
you replace all the separate remote controls with just one, with which
you control the options.

There are several options that will allow you to work faster and more efficiently with
your K-Force Side Doors. This includes the liftable upper beam that provides an
extra 30 cm of insertion height. There are even more options available.

Your Kraker dealer can provide you with more information.
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Floor profiles
The standard Cargo Floor moving floor system
in your K-Force is suitable for transporting
nearly any product.
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In addition to the standard system, you can choose between different profiles. You can

choose between narrow or wide, profiled or smooth floors in various thicknesses.

Application for your moving floor

potatoes • waste paper • all agricultural products • aluminium • household and green waste • 

beetroot and pulp • big bags • biomass • bleaching soil • bark • bulk products • pressed bales • 

grains • wood blocks •  wood chips • lime • chicken feed • clay • coffee beans • coal • fertiliser • 

lucerne • maize • powdered milk • manure • waste paper • pallets • rolls of paper • potting compost • 

RDF (fluff) • recyclable material • sewage sludge • offal • soya • straw • straw bales • tapioca • peat • 

cargo (bales/bags) • carrots • sawdust • salt • etc.

If you opt for the automatic roll-up floor protection cover, your K-Force can be used even more widely.

You can therefore transport glass • sharp sand • gravel • fruit and vegetables • ores • all other

abrasive (abrasive) materials without any problems.

Can be driven over with a forklift truck 

All floors can be driven over with a forklift truck; ask your Kraker Trailers advisor about the

permitted weights per floor.
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Aluminium profile 8-20/112 mm Heavy Duty

Aluminium profile 6-112 mm smooth, also available in 8 and 10 mm thick

Aluminium profile 8-18/112 mm HDI, extremely heavy duty impact

These profiles belong to the group of profiles designed by Cargo Floor for the transport of special and usually extreme products. Due to

the two raised, rounded edges, this heavy duty profile has a high impact resistance. The shape of the floor ensures that moisture and

dirt do not leak through, but are drained away. The floor is easy to clean. The low tare weight ensures a high load capacity. Other floor

options are available for transporting pallets or other packaged products.

Completely smooth with product protection 

The balanced weight/strength ratio makes this profile suitable for any product. The uniquely shaped seal prevents leakage. Splashing

water and dirt do not penetrate the cargo. The seal is protected by the shape of the profile. A double seal profile is available to seal

both sides of the floor. If you opt for this profile, you are choosing a floor that you can rotate. This, in combination with Kraker’s unique

structure, ensures a floor with a long service life.

These profiles belong to the group of profiles designed by Cargo Floor for the transport of special and usually extreme products.

Due to the two raised, rounded edges, this heavy duty profile has a high impact resistance, comparable to structural steel. The shape of the

floor ensures that moisture and dirt do not leak through, but are drained away. The floor is easy to clean. The low tare weight ensures a high

load capacity. Other floor options are available for transporting pallets or other packaged products.

Aluminium profile 7/112 mm Xtreme Durable ‘hard alloy’ aluminium profile
A unique floor profile made of hard alloy aluminium for frequent loading and unloading and for transporting abrasive, aggressive

products. This floor is an alternative option to a steel version, especially when weight and wide applicability are important. This floor can

be driven over with a forklift truck. This level floor is used for extreme products and pallets.

Standard 21-plank floors in your K-Force
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Multifunctional Wear resistance Cleanability Pallet/bale transport Can be driven over 
with a forkli� truck 

Impact resistance 
+ 0 kg.

Weight
+ 0 kg.

Multifunctional Wear resistance Cleanability Pallet/bale transport Can be driven over 
with a forkli� truck 

Impact resistance 
+ 0 kg.

Weight
+ 370 kg.

Multifunctional Wear resistance Cleanability Pallet/bale transport Can be driven over 
with a forkli� truck 

Impact resistance 
+ 120 kg.

Weight
+ 600 kg.

Multifunctional Wear resistance Cleanability Pallet/bale transport Can be driven over 
with a forkli� truck 

Impact resistance 
+ 120 kg.

Weight
+ 120 kg.

Less suitable Suitable
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Aluminium profile 8/20-156.8 mm Heavy Duty

Aluminium profile 6/156.8 mm smooth 

Aluminium profile 10/22-156.8 mm HDXI, Xtreme Heavy Duty Impact

These profiles belong to the group of profiles designed by Cargo Floor for the transport of special and usually extreme products. Due to

the two raised, rounded edges, this heavy duty profile has a high impact resistance. The shape of the floor ensures that moisture and

dirt do not leak through, but are drained away. The floor is easy to clean. The low tare weight ensures a high load capacity. Other floor

options are available for transporting pallets or other packaged products.

An extremely lightweight, smooth floor with product protection

This smooth floor with its balanced weight is suitable for transporting any product. The uniquely shaped seal prevents leakage.

Splashing water and dirt do not penetrate the cargo. The seal is protected by the shape of the profile. A double seal profile is available

to seal both sides of the floor. The floor sections are assembled to leave room for two stationary edge profiles. Cargo securing eyes can

be mounted here. This allows you to secure the cargo according to the applicable standards. This floor is also available in 10 mm and is

100% recyclable. Other floor options are available for transporting pallets or other packaged products.

These profiles belong to the group of profiles designed by Cargo Floor for the transport of special and usually extreme products.

Due to the two raised, rounded edges, this heavy duty profile has a high impact resistance, comparable to structural steel. The shape of the

floor ensures that moisture and dirt do not leak through, but are drained away. The floor is easy to clean. The low tare weight ensures a high

load capacity. Other floor options are available for transporting pallets or other packaged products.

15-plank floors in your K-Force

If you only transport bulk, the 15-plank floor is the right choice. The wider floorplanks are very suitable for bulk products, especially

waste. Naturally it is also very useful for transporting any other bulk goods. This underlines the versatility of a moving floor trailer.

The 15-plank is lighter than the 21-plank version, which is important when transporting large volumes. Other floor options are available

for transporting pallets or other packaged products.
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Multifunctional Wear resistance Cleanability Pallet/bale transport Can be driven over 
with a forkli� truck 

Impact resistance 
+ 710 kg.

Weight
+ 0 kg.

Multifunctional Wear resistance Cleanability Pallet/bale transport Can be driven over 
with a forkli� truck 

Impact resistance 
+ 370 kg.

Weight
+ 310 kg.

Multifunctional Wear resistance Cleanability Pallet/bale transport Can be driven over 
with a forkli� truck 

Impact resistance 
+ 0 kg.

Weight
+ 710 kg.

Less suitable Suitable
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United Kingdom

Norway
Finland

Netherlands

France

Sweden

Denmark

Estonia

Latvia

Russia

Lithuania

Poland

Italy

Spain

GermanyBelgium

Switzerland
Austria

Slovakia

Slovenia

Romania

Ireland

Hungary

Portugal

Czech Republic

Dealer location

When you buy a Kraker moving floor trailer, you enjoy the support of

a large dealer network. You will find dealers all over Europe, and some

of them have their own service workshops.

Besides repairs, they can also assemble options for you, such as a

waste tarpaulin or reversing camera.

Good service is very important. You benefit from a service network

in the event of damage or repair along the way. Kraker Trailers has an

international and extensive network of certified service partners. You

can count on good support in almost all of Europe. 

 

You can find comprehensive overview of our dealers and service

partners on www.krakertrailers.eu

Dealer location

Dealer location with workshop
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